
POB Meeting 

Thursday March 28 4pm 

In Attendance  - Tess Dana, Maria Manning and Hayden Draper 

-This meeting is taking place on the second floor of rec center

-The last meeting minutes were not submitted, but approved

-Hayden has been voted in as Secretary and is taking the notes for this meeting

-Tess has been voted in as Chairman


a) Stone Path Installation


-Supplies for the path will be purchased by June 2024 and installation of the path will be 
Summer 2024 after we receive the next fiscal budge (sometime in June).

-Looking for students who might be able to help with the interpretive sign about Admiral Peary. 
We want to include some of the people who helped him (navigator, etc). Are there students 
interested in helping to draft the text? Hayden will connect with Social Studies/History 
department members about this in the coming days. 

-The stone mason is willing to incorporate volunteers into the project so that we stay in budget. 
This would be in the summer of 2024. 


b) Granite Slabs


-Donated from the Snow School. Eli Goodwin and Tess picked out the two slabs. 

-Thinking of putting them in between the two Adirondack chairs as additional informal seating.

-They will be placed between the chairs in a slight V-shape, facing the mountains. 

-Katie the town manager is arranging for the transportation of the slabs with town workers. 

-Tess and Eli will be at the park when the slabs come in (Maria and Hayden can join—Tess will 
send email).


c) Bench Naming Rights


-To put the benches in place we would need to either wait for the next budget cycle or put 
them out the community for naming rights for the cost of each bench. Each bench is 
somewhere around 700-900 dollars, Tess will double check. 

-We discussed options for publicizing naming rights. Tess will put it on the Fryeburg Maine 
Community Communications Corner FB page as a first step. 


d) Next Steps


-Tess will contact the stone mason to make sure the materials are ordered by June.

-We discussed concerns about the gun range project and getting another acoustic sound 
study done. 

-Tess will follow up with Caleb the code enforcer of the town and Senator Bennett’s office. 

-The next big step is also getting volunteers together to help with the path. 



